Born in Quebec, Charles Chiniquy gained great fame as a crusading priest for temperance who also
established French-Canadian communities in Illinois. It was there that the celebrated priest first made
Abraham Lincoln’s acquaintance when the popular Springfield lawyer defended him in the most high
profile libel case in Lincoln’s career. Not long after this, because of the great shortcomings he saw in
its teachings and practice, Chiniquy left the Catholic Church and became a Protestant.
In his extremely popular autobiography, Fifty Years In The Church Of Rome, Chiniquy reported that after
the murder of his close friend, the President, he traveled to Washington to conduct his own inquiry.
He met with high ranking government officials who told him that they had no doubt that the Jesuits
were behind Lincoln’s slaying but they wanted to keep this from the public to avoid giving new life to
the broken rebellion and to avert possible bloodshed between Catholics and Protestants.
For their role in the plot to assassinate Abraham Lincoln and other high government officials, eight
people were put on trial before a military commission. Evidently, one of those officials who believed
that the assassination was a Catholic plot was a dominant member of Lincoln’s cabinet, the man who
was, in reality, in charge of the United States government in the hours and weeks after the murder and
who also headed the official investigation into the assassination, Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton.
This is part of the evidence that clearly points to Roman Catholic complicity in the murder of the
President as well as general hostility to America and its democratic institutions.
Also included:
The New York City Draft Riots.Ten days after the battle
of Gettysburg, with the army essentially gone from the
city, huge blood-thirsty mobs, lynching people, torching
building, looting and destroying property, opposed only
by a vastly outnumbered police force, threatened not
only the existence of New York but the whole nation
as well. These ferocious mobs that, among other things,
fought and killed police and soldiers, beat black people
to death and burned buildings with the inhabitants still
in them, were essentially all Roman Catholic.
Mary Surratt: A devout Roman Catholic, she was the
first woman ever executed by the American government for her part in the assassination plot headquartered in her boarding-house.
A majority of the conspirators were Catholic, including
the assassin, John Wilkes Booth, at a time when Romanists made up a small fraction of the U.S. population.
St. Joseph: The assassination was spoken in this solidly
Catholic town in Minnesota hours before it occurred…
and much more.
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Introduction
On February 12th, 1809, on a farm in poor, rural Kentucky, a baby boy was born
to Thomas and Nancy Lincoln. They named their second child, Abraham, after his
grandfather. More than five months later, on July 30th, in Kamouraska, Québec,
another baby boy appeared. He was born to Charles and Reine Chiniquy and they
named him Charles. Though they were not born in the same nation and grew up in
separate countries and cultures, the two boys were destined to meet decades later
and become very good friends.
Abraham Lincoln, despite his humble beginnings and lack of formal education,
went on to become America’s most beloved President and to gain enduring fame as
one of the greatest men of all time. The other, Charles Chiniquy, although relatively
unknown today, gained a national and international reputation during his lifetime,
first as a Roman Catholic priest and then as a Protestant orator, writer and evangelist
of his former co-religionists.
Among Chiniquy’s numerous achievements were his efforts as a young French
Canadian priest to persuade a reported 200,000 people in Québec to give up alcohol.
According to one historical account, this resulted in the closing of all distilleries
in the province except two, an accomplishment for which he received an award
from the Canadian Parliament. Concerning his remarkable eloquence, one source
reported that “He traveled more miles and delivered more public addresses and
addressed more people and larger audiences than any other person in the nineteenth
century.”[1] He was painted by important Canadian artists: Hamel and Plamondon.
Canadian Prime Minister Wilfred Laurier commented on him at his passing.
Chiniquy was also referred to in books by well known Canadian writers such as
Pierre Berton and Lucy Maud Montgomery, author of Anne of Green Gables.[2] The
news of his passing made the front page of the New York Times and was reported in
newspapers as diverse as the Atlanta Constitution, Washington Post and the Times
of London.[3] One obituary described him as one of the most notable man in United
States and Canada’s national magazine, Maclean’s, listed Charles Chiniquy as one of
the one hundred most important Canadians in history.[4]
Although Abraham Lincoln achieved much greater and lasting fame, the Kankakee
Daily Gazette stated that Kankakee County, Illinois, had not “conferred citizenship
on so picturesque and notable a figure as Father Chiniquy” whose life was “full
of adventures”.[5] Chiniquy’s experiences seem to have been amazingly varied and
fascinating and they included establishing a large Roman Catholic colony in Illinois.
Although he tried to remain a faithful Catholic, changing the religious order
he served in and the location where he ministered: the gulf between what the
Church preached and what it practiced, the divide between the doctrines of
Catholic theologians and what God’s Word taught, finally caused him the leave
the religion of his childhood and become a Protestant. Before he left, a struggle
with a tyrannical Church superior led him to meet and make friends with the
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popular Springfield attorney, Abraham Lincoln, whom Charles Chiniquy hired to
successfully defend him in a high profile law-suit.
One of the former priest’s successes was his autobiography, Fifty Years in the Church
of Rome. Commenting on the work, even a relatively hostile reviewer of the book
stated that Chiniquy’s account:
met with amazing success. In 1892 translations of the French version into nine
languages were circulating. By 1898 it had reached 70 editions. All over the
world bishops were seeking information from their colleagues in Quebec so
that they could counter the influence of Chiniquy’s memoirs.[6]
As a priest and ex-priest, Charles Chiniquy was a controversial figure and many
statements in Fifty Years about Catholicism caused a stir, especially amongst his
former co-religionists. The most striking allegation he made about the Church of his
youth was that its officials were behind the assassination of President Lincoln.
He stated that it was after Abraham Lincoln had masterfully represented him in
court that he first began to fear for his defender’s life. After the murder of his famous
friend, Chiniquy began his own investigation into the crime, undoubtedly helped
by his own background as a priest. In 1885, he declared in his autobiography, “after
twenty years of constant and most difficult researches, I come fearlessly, to-day,
before the American people, to say and prove that the President, Abraham Lincoln,
was assassinated by the priests and the Jesuits of Rome.”[7]
The question that can be asked is: was he correct? This volume is the result of indepth research on the subject over a period of more than 22 years. It looks mainly
at the life of the colourful ex-priest and his friendship with President Lincoln and
whether historical fact supports his account, particularly his stunning allegation of
the Catholic Church’s culpability in the murder of the great Civil War leader.
The life of a man of international reputation like Charles Chiniquy’s is a significant
field of study. In addition, the teachings and actions of the Roman Catholic
Church throughout history, particularly at the time of the Civil War, as well as
the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, are two other large areas of investigation.
For instance, an attorney of John Surratt, one of those accused of participating in
the Lincoln murder conspiracy, called his 1867 prosecution, “an enormous case”.
Discussion of this particular legal saga, found mainly in the two volume court
record, form just a small part of this work. Old newspaper accounts, books, journals,
letters and other resources, including court, church and cemetery records, as well as
manuscripts and other documents, have been explored to complete the research for
this volume.
These matters have been examined from a vantage point of well over a century after
the events. The individuals involved are all dead and some pieces of evidence have
proved to be very difficult to find, if not lost forever. Although Charles Chiniquy
maintained an extensive personal library and kept many important personal letters,
newspaper clippings and other papers relevant to his life, his collection suffered loss
due to at least one fire, deliberately set according to him.
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Providentially, in 1999, a large part of these documents were released by Charles
Chiniquy’s family to become available for public research for the first time in more
than a century since his death.[8] They make up the Chiniquy Collection, held in the
province of Ontario, Canada. After careful review of essentially all of the relevant
documentation available, it does not seem possible to find any part of the ex-priest’s
book where it appears certain that he made a significant error regarding historical
fact. Information as to the whereabouts of further evidence that may shed more light
on the subject is welcome.
It is not the author’s contention that there is a conspiracy lurking around every
corner or that the Church of Rome is to blame for every crime that has been
committed since the beginning of its existence. When however, a man with the
stature of the United States Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton, who headed the
official U.S. government investigation into the assassination of Abraham Lincoln,
believed that the President’s death was the result of a Catholic plot, it certainly
justifies further investigation.[9] As this work will demonstrate, from its beginning in
the fourth century A.D., at the time of Constantine the Great, the evidence points
to the fact that the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church and members of its
flock have been involved in much more than their fair share of crime, including the
assassination of the 16th President of the United States.
As shrouded in the mists of time as the Civil War appears to be today, the conflict
and its main character, Abraham Lincoln, continue to hold immense interest for
Americans and people around the world. Since his death, there have been some
15,000 imprints produced on the subject of the Great Emancipator. Although the
cruel murder of this great man seems far removed from modern times, many people
alive today are unaware that they have lived contemporaneously with a man who
actually was in Ford’s Theatre that night and personally witnessed the President’s
murder, Samuel J. Seymour, who died in 1956. In addition, a woman believed to be
the last widow of a U.S. Civil War veteran, just passed away in 2004.[10]
In addition to being a brilliant speaker, Charles Chiniquy was also a prolific writer.
Although the other works he produced were well received, his most popular book
was Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. His fascinating autobiography is the basis
for this volume, detailing his life from the year of his birth which he shared with
another special person. Born in the same annum, separated by seasons, two young
boys growing toward greatness to become like brilliant lights of varied intensity in
the sky of humanity, drawn together by a common love of freedom, justice and truth.
This is their story.
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Chapter 1

Chiniquy’s Early Life
Born in Kamouraska, into the Catholic faith of his French Canadian parents,
Charles Chiniquy’s first teacher was his mother as there was no school for him to go
to as a child. His father had studied to be a priest but after learning of clergy scandal,
he changed his mind. Before leaving the Seminary of Quebec, he was given a Bible by
one of his superiors as a token of his esteem.
It was from this French Bible that young Charles was taught to read by his mother
and he spent many hours at her side, fascinated by its words. He memorized many
of the stories, as well as other portions. Even as a young boy, he felt Christ touch his
heart as he learned the Scriptures. As he went through life, he found that the Word
of God, hidden in his young heart while at his mother’s side, was his spiritual shield
and strength.
When he was eight years old, the parish priest came to their house and tried to take
their Bible, telling his father that according to the law of the Church, he had to take
it from them, if their son had been reading it. Charles had been given the Bible the
previous Christmas and he was relieved when his father refused to hand it over,
ordering the priest to leave their home instead.
Later that year, he was sent to attend a school with an excellent reputation in St.
Thomas, run by a Protestant teacher. He stayed with his aunt and uncle and enjoyed
his time there, fishing in the local rivers or playing with his friends when he was not
in school.
When he was ten, Charles heard that he and the other Catholic children in St.
Thomas would need to go to confessional for the first time. The youngsters were
told that confessing all their sins to the priest would be one of the most important
things they would ever do, the priest being in the place of God himself. Concealing
any wrongdoing and lying to their father confessor would in many cases be an
irreparable sin. Filled with dread, Charles worried about whether he would forget
some sin and make a bad confession. He went to speak to the priest at confessional
and felt ashamed after confessing all the sins he could remember to the man. What
made it worse was the fact that after he was finished, his father confessor began to
ask questions on a different kind. Thought he didn’t state exactly what the priest said,
it was clearly of a sexual nature which he felt was so disgusting, he couldn’t repeat it.
Shortly after this, he heard that this priest had been beaten by some men of the
village one night after he had visited the home of two sisters, evidently for immoral
reasons. After all he had seen and heard, Charles wanted to go home and he was
able to do so a few weeks later, in July of 1821. He spent a wonderful afternoon and
evening with his parents. Early the next morning however, he woke to the cries of his
mother, telling him that his beloved father was dead. His passing left them destitute
and what made this terrible blow worse was the visit of the priest, a few days later. He
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demanded and took their only source of food, the family milk cow, as payment for
the funeral service.
Wondering what to do, Charles and his mother knelt down and prayed. God heard
their cry and a few days later, his mother received a letter from each of her two
sisters, telling her to sell what they had and come and live with them. His mother
and his two younger brothers went to live with her sister’s family in St. Thomas,
where Charles had formerly boarded, and Charles went to live in Kamouraska with
his other aunt and uncle.
Charles expressed his wish to become a priest and was given the opportunity to
study Latin under the vicar of Kamouraska, Rev. Morin. Morin had been a priest in a
parish in Montreal but he was discovered to be in a sexual relationship with a female
member of his congregation so he was transferred to Kamouraska where his sin was
not as well known. The vicar was very kind to his students and Chiniquy felt sincere
affection for him.
It was at this time that Charles experienced yet another struggle in his mind, caused
by his first communion. He was pleased to know that through this sacrament, he
would be in full possession of Christ but at the same time was also disturbed by
the absurdity of it. His intellect rebelled at the idea that by eating the communion
wafer, he was consuming the actual flesh of Jesus Christ. He found it very difficult to
believe that Almighty God could be eaten by him, as he would eat a common piece
of bread. Like the other children however, distracted by the pomp and ceremony of
the occasion, he ignored his intellect and blindly accepted what his senses told him
couldn’t be true.
Charles completed his studies for the priesthood at the college of Nicolet, stating that
what he could have learned in three or four years was spread out to seven. He again
struggled, feeling that instead of stimulating the pupil’s intelligence, Roman Catholic
education institutions tried to prove that each student’s own intellect was actually his
greatest enemy.
They were taught fables as gospel truth and the moral education they received
was from pagan writers such as Homer, Socrates, Virgil, etc. The students were
not allowed to read the Bible to provide balance with the pagan sources. He also
had trouble accepting the teaching that said he had to obey his superiors without
question, no matter what they might command him to do.
In addition, he and his fellow classmates had great difficulty accepting the doctrine
of celibacy which their college instructor, Rev Leprohon, admitted was not taught by
God’s Word but only by Catholic tradition. Though defeated by Chiniquy, Leprohon
rebuked him and the other students for listening to their reason, instead of the
Church. He warned them if they continued down that path they would be lost,
becoming heretics, apostates and Protestants. Although some students quit their
studies over it and though Charles knew that his logic was correct, he wished to
remain a sincere Catholic, so he suppressed the voice of his conscience and reason,
and in May of 1832, made a vow, as a priest, not to marry.
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After the vow, in order to prepare for his duties in the confessional, Charles was
stunned to find himself studying the most debauched forms of sin which he and
other students were convinced would pollute their minds. According Roman
Catholic theologians, they would have to question their female penitents in detail
and listen to their confession on sins of a sexual nature, something that he and
others were sure would degrade and irresistibly tempt them. Led again by Charles,
the students protested but they were told to put reason aside and obey the Church’s
teaching without question. It was explained to them that despite these pollutions and
temptations, the hearts of priests could remain pure. Charles again obeyed, though
confused as to the practical application of this by the constant parade of priests sent
to the seminary of Nicolet to do penance for siring children out of wedlock.
Despite the conflict between what the doctrines of the Catholic Church taught,
and what God’s Word and his reason told him, Charles Chiniquy completed his
studies with honors and was ordained a priest in Montreal on September 21st, 1833.
The numerous biographical accounts of his life, generally agree with Chiniquy’s
statements about his youth. According to the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, he
was an “ ‘excellent pupil’, gifted in public speaking and praised for his piety.”[1]
Another account stated that he was:
sent to the Seminary of St. Nicholet to be educated for the Romish priesthood.
He entered this institution in 1822, and continued under its care till 1833,
becoming one of the best linguists and mathematicians of the period. In short,
his scholarship in every branch of the sciences was thorough, and he was
without a rival in his university, carrying off all the first prizes of his classes.
He had also become a most zealous son of the church, and was dubbed by his
companions, ‘the little saint.’[2]
His initial postings were in Québec, first as curate, or assistant, to the priest at
St. Charles parish, then Charlesbourgh, and St. Roch after that. Mainly through
the influence of a Protestant doctor he met while ministering to sick soldiers at
the Québec Marine Hospital, in St. Roch, Father Chiniquy became thoroughly
convinced of the damage alcohol does to individuals and society as a whole.
When he was appointed curate of Beauport in 1838, he organized a temperance
society. Initially opposed in this work by his ecclesiastical superiors and fellow
priests, he pressed on, convinced of the righteousness of the cause. In the time he
was there, the customer base of the seven taverns in the community dwindled to the
point that they had to close and seven schools were established when there had been
none before, the people filled with gratefulness to their priest for the change.
Transferred to Kamouraska, Father Chiniquy’s work of temperance continued. In
1846, greatly discouraged by scandals of the secular priesthood, he decided to join
the religious order of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate, moving into their monastery
at Longueuil, Quebec. He found however, that the priests of this order were even
more corrupt than the ones he had left. Late in 1847, he departed from the monastery
to preach temperance full time, mainly in the province of Québec, until 1851. Of this
period, he reported:
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During the four years, I gave 1800 public addresses, in 200 parishes, with the
same fruits, and enrolled more than 200,000 people under the banners of
temperance. Everywhere, the taverns, the distilleries and breweries were shut,
and their owners forced to take other trades to make a living; not on account
of any stringent law, but by the simple fact that the whole people had ceased
drinking their beverages[3]
Chiniquy stated that he received the gift of a gold medal and $400.00 from the
city of Montreal as a token of appreciation for his work. In addition, he helped
frame legislation for the Canadian House of Commons which made liquor sellers
responsible for the damage their wares caused and was honored by Parliament, by
among other things, a gift of 500 pounds sterling. He received the title of “Apostle of
Temperance” from the bishop of Montreal, as well as the benediction of the Pope for
his efforts to stop drunkenness.[4]
According to Rev. Chiniquy, his independent thought, high moral standards and
reliance on the Bible brought him into conflict with his superiors in the Church at
times. He had been the father confessor of a rich single woman from his time as
Longueuil. The bishop of Montreal attempted to get Chiniquy to persuade her to join
a nunnery, partially so her fortune could be transferred to the Church. He refused,
angering the bishop.[5]
A short time later, when he was hearing confessions in a church in Montreal, an
attractive girl he didn’t know came to confess. She detailed the orgies she had
participated in with other priests in such a way that Chiniquy felt she had been
sent by someone to tempt him. He told her to stop, ordering her never to come to
confess to him again. She left the church, furious. Several weeks later, he received
a letter from the bishop of Montreal, telling him that for a criminal action the
bishop would not disclose, he had withdrawn all of Chiniquy’s authority as a priest
and suspended him.
The day he received the letter, Chiniquy went to see Bishop Bourget to find out what
crime he had been charged with. He also asked that he be allowed to confront his
accusers but the prelate refused his requests, disdainfully ordering him out of his
palace. Chiniquy felt that what had happened to him was connected to the girl in the
confessional. He decided to spend the next eight days in prayer at the Jesuit college in
Montreal where he also hoped get assistance from members of the Society of Jesus to
get to the bottom of the accusation against him.
With the help of a priest at the college, he found out the girl’s identity. They
confronted her and she confessed to bringing a false accusation against Chiniquy to
the bishop. Four copies of her sworn confession were made and one sent to Bishop
Bourget, who ended Chiniquy’s suspension. The other copies would be used later to
defend him when the same bishop, after destroying his own copy, tried to press this
charge against him years later.[6]
While successfully toiling for the cause of temperance and for his Church, doubts
continued to be sown in Chiniquy’s mind however, by the public and private
scandals involving fellow priests, the misdeeds of high officials, as well as the
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opposition of the teachings of the Catholic Church to the Bible and reason. He tried
to ignore them, along with the protesting voice of his conscience, and in 1851, he
accepted an invitation from Bishop Vandeveld of Chicago to establish a Roman
Catholic settlement on the untamed prairie of Illinois.
Charles Chiniquy wrote an open letter which was published in the Canadian press,
urging Canadians who were already leaving the country, to immigrate to Illinois.
It was very effective and in the fall of 1851, the Apostle of Temperance, along with
40 families, founded the town of St. Anne in the eastern part of the state. As the
community grew, mainly through French Canadian immigration, nearby towns of
L’Erable and St. Mary were established. Though the colony increased and prospered,
the change of scenery didn’t help Chiniquy’s belief in his religion as the scandals
involving fellow priests in the area were as troubling as those in Canada.
On a visit to the colony in the spring of 1853, the kindly Bishop Vandeveld informed
Chiniquy he felt he had to resign his bishopric. Vandeveld told him that if he obeyed
the laws of the Church, he would have to remove all of the priests except Chiniquy
and two or three others because most of them were drunkards or living publicly or
secretly in common-law relationships.
Charles Chiniquy’s faith in his Church was further shaken when he went to call the
bishop for breakfast the next morning and discovered him drunk on wine reserved
for the mass. After some delay, Bishop Vandeveld’s resignation was accepted by
Church authorities and he was appointed bishop of Natchez, Mississippi.[7] In 1854,
Vandeveld was replaced by Anthony O’Regan. Bishop O’Regan proved to be a
tyrannical administrator with whom Chiniquy clashed with almost immediately.
Rev. M. A. Lebel was the pastor of the French Canadian congregation in Chicago at
this time of Catholic colonization of central Illinois. When he learned of Chiniquy’s
plan to establish a colony, he became jealous and opposed his efforts. Lebel later
paid a drunken visit to Chiniquy along with another neighboring priest, a former
owner of a Chicago brothel. Arriving at the colony one afternoon, they were politely
received by him and they left after dinner. The next day however, Chiniquy wrote to
them and told them never to come back. Bishop O’Regan complained about this and
ordered Chiniquy to fellowship with his fellow priests, which he refused to do. He
describes how this caused the celebrated court battles he would fight against Peter
Spink, which would eventually involve Abraham Lincoln:
The bishop felt insulted by my letter, and was furious against me. It came to be
a public fact that he had said before many people: ‘I would give anything to the
one who would help me to get rid of that unmanageable Chiniquy.’
Among those who heard the bishop, was a land speculator, a real land-shark,
against whom a bill for perjury had been found by the jury of Iroquois county,
the 27th of April, 1854. That man was very angry against me for protecting my
poor countrymen against his too sharp speculations. He said to the bishop, ‘if
you pay the expense of the suit, I pledge myself to have Chiniquy put in gaol.’
The bishop had publicly answered him:
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‘No sum of money will be too great to be delivered from a priest, who alone
gives me more trouble than the rest of my clergy.’
To comply with the desires of the bishop, this speculator dragged me before
the criminal court of Kankakee, on the 16th day of May, 1855, but he lost his
action, and was condemned to pay the cost.[8]
A prominent Catholic resident of the area, Peter Spink was the man who prosecuted
Charles Chiniquy, in an attempt to have him put in jail. Several weeks after the
drunken visit of Lebel, Bishop O’Regan visited St. Anne with Rev. Lebel and another
priest, Rev. Carthuval, sparking an argument with Chiniquy about their presence
in his pastorate. Father Chiniquy finally agreed to fellowship with them for the sake
of peace but refused to comply when O’Regan demanded to be given the title to
Chiniquy’s own home in St. Anne. The bishop left, angry with him again.
Later in August of that year, Charles Chiniquy was told he would have to participate in
a spiritual retreat for priests in Chicago. While he was at the function, he was distressed
by the immoral behavior he witnessed on the part of many of the Catholic clergy who
attended. One of the reasons the priests had been called together was to pledge to raise
money for an extravagant new palace the bishop wanted to build in Chicago.
Hardly a month went by after this before a chorus of complaints began to circulate
in Illinois about the misdeeds of Bishop O’Regan. The French Canadians in Chicago
said he had stolen vestments they had purchased for their religious services, the
German Catholics said he had swindled them out of the land they planned to build
their church on and so forth. After going to Chicago to investigate, Chiniquy found
these reports to be accurate and protested to the bishop. There was yet another
argument, O’Regan pointing out that as bishop, he legally had the right to personally
possess all the church property of the Catholics in his diocese. 9
According to Fifty Years, Peter Spink continued to pursue him in the courts, at the
urging of Bishop O’Regan:
My Lord O’Regan had determined to interdict me; but not being able to find
any cause in my private or public life as a priest, to found such a sentence, he
had pressed that land speculator, Spink, to prosecute me again; promising to
base his interdict on the condemnation which, he had been told, would be
passed against me by the Criminal Court of Kankakee.
But the bishop and Peter Spink were again to be disappointed; for the verdict
of the court, given on the 13th of November, 1855, was again in my favour.[10]
It was here that events brought Charles Chiniquy, bright light that he was, into the
orbit of another that would shine so much brighter.
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Chapter 2

Lincoln: Childhood to
Spink vs. Chiniquy
Though he was to rise to become the greatest U.S. President, Abraham Lincoln was
born in humble circumstances in a log cabin in Kentucky in 1809. He grew up on
America’s western frontier and received less than a year of formal schooling. In
1816, his father, Thomas, moved the family to Indiana. Lincoln’s mother died when
he was nine and the year after her death was the most difficult of his childhood. On
December 2nd, 1819, however, his father married a widow, Sarah Bush Johnson.
She became very fond of Abraham, as he became of her. As a youth, Lincoln had to
help his father carve productive land out of their wild forested property and then
work the resulting useful farmland. At night he would study by firelight. In order to
borrow a book, he sometimes had to walk great distances. Probably the only book
his family owned was the Bible and like Charles Chiniquy, Abraham Lincoln became
very well acquainted with it.
Well before the age of 20, Lincoln reached the height of 6´4˝ and although he was
lanky, he was very strong and skilled with an axe. He could cut firewood, split rails,
as well as plow, harvest corn and thresh wheat. His speaking and story-telling ability
also made him popular among his neighbors. When he was nineteen, he helped
transport a flatboat loaded with produce down the Ohio River to New Orleans,
exposing him to the world beyond his immediate surroundings.
In 1830, the family moved to Illinois. After another flatboat trip to New Orleans
in 1831, Lincoln was hired by the boat owner to be a clerk in his new store in New
Salem, a village some 20 miles from Springfield. The business failed within several
months. When the Black Hawk War began in 1832, Lincoln volunteered and was
elected captain of the militiamen of his community. He re-enlisted several times.
After he had finished serving, he was encouraged by his friends to run for a seat
in the state legislature. He was not successful though and instead, he worked as a
postmaster and a land surveyor in New Salem. In 1833, he bought a store, on credit,
in partnership with William F. Berry. The store also failed short afterwards. Berry
died a couple of years later, leaving the debts to Lincoln. He paid them off years later,
earning himself the nickname, “Honest Abe”. In 1834, he again ran and won a seat in
the lower house of the Illinois General Assembly, as a member of the Whig Party. He
won three more consecutive elections, serving eight years in the General Assembly.
Lincoln began to study law and in 1836, he received his license to practice law. In 1837,
he moved to the state capital, Springfield, and met Mary Todd, whom he married five
years later. They had four boys, only one of which survived to adulthood. In the same
year, in his first public statement on slavery, Lincoln and another legislator asserted
that slavery was, “founded on both injustice and bad policy.”
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Abraham Lincoln began his legal career as the junior partner of older, more
experienced lawyers and he was involved in a variety of legal work. He also “rode
the circuit” for six months of the year, following the court as it made its way from
county to county around Springfield. In 1844, Lincoln asked William Herndon to be
his law partner and by 1856, twenty years after he became an attorney, Lincoln was
the senior partner of Lincoln Herndon and according to one biographical source, he
“had made himself one of the most distinguished and successful lawyers in Illinois.”
According to Fifty Years, it was legal need that occasioned Charles Chiniquy’s first
meeting with the tall prairie lawyer whose honesty and ability were well-known
in Illinois, despite his humble beginnings. The celebrated Apostle of Temperance’s
fame in 1856, however, was such that the slander suit, in which Abraham Lincoln
defended him, attracted large crowds of people who attended because Chiniquy was
involved, not Lincoln. Spink vs. Chiniquy was the most high profile case of this type
in Abraham Lincoln’s legal career.
Although Charles Chiniquy had been initially victorious over Peter Spink through
two court battles in Kankakee, his opponent applied for a change of venue to Urbana,
stating he had no confidence in the Kankakee court (see Figure 1). Chiniquy said
he almost fainted when he heard that he would be faced with the enormous cost of
continuing the legal struggle at a distant court, not to mention the risk of being tried in
a community where he was not known, and though innocent, possibly found guilty.
Outside the Kankakee courthouse, a stranger approached the priest and said that he
had been following the legal battle from the beginning. He explained to Chiniquy
that his struggle was more formidable than he realized. He said that Bishop O’Regan
was the one really behind the prosecution, Spink being merely a tool the bishop was
using to try to destroy him. As he was the only one of his priests that dared to oppose
him, the prelate was determined to get rid of him and though they hated O’Regan,
bishops the world over would help him to neutralize the priest that challenged his
authority and by extension, theirs as well.
The stranger strongly suggested he hire Abraham Lincoln to defend him, describing
him as the “best lawyer and most honest man”, in Illinois. With the enthusiastic
approval of his other lawyers, Chiniquy telegraphed Mr. Lincoln to ask if he would
defend him at the next spring court session at Urbana. A short time later he received
an affirmative answer.
On May 19th, 1856, Charles Chiniquy had to deliver himself into the custody of the
Sheriff of Kankakee, who was required to bring him, like a criminal, to the Sheriff
of Champagne County, Illinois. There the priest made the acquaintance of Abraham
Lincoln. Chiniquy described the occasion:
It was then that I met Abraham Lincoln for the first time. He was a giant in
stature; but I found him still more a giant in the noble qualities of his mind
and heart. It was impossible to converse five minutes with him without loving
him. There was such an expression of kindness and honesty in that face,
and such an attractive magnetism in the man; that, after a few moments’
conversation, one felt as tied to him by all the noblest affections of the heart.
12
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Figure 1
Letter and sworn statement from P. Spink with transcriptions

To the Hon the judge
of said Court
Your Petitioner,
Peter Spink,
Plaintiff in said
cause, humbly
represents unto your
honor that he fears
that he will not
receive a fair trial
in said cause, in
said court where the
cause is pending,
on account of the
prejudice of the
judge of said Court
that the existence
of such prejudice
has come to his
knowledge since the
commencement of the
present Term of this
Court. He therefore
prays that the venue
in said cause may
be changed to some
other Circuit where
such prejudice does
not exist.
P Spink

Peter Spink being duly sworn says
that the matters & things set forth
in the foregoing Petition are true.
Sworn to & Subscribed before me.
Nov 13th, 1855
P Spink

Archival Collections, Kankakee County Museum
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Abraham Lincoln greeted Charles Chiniquy warmly, telling him that he already
knew the priest by reputation as the protector of his fellow French Canadians and
opponent of the tyrannical bishop of Chicago. He asked Chiniquy why he had
requested his services. Chiniquy stated:
I answered by giving him the story of that unknown friend who had advised
me to have Mr. Abraham Lincoln for one of my lawyers, for the reason that
“he was the best lawyer and the most honest man in Illinois.” He smiled at my
answer, with that inimitable and unique smile, which we may call the “Lincoln
smile,” and replied: “That unknown friend would surely have been more
correct had he told you that Abraham Lincoln was the ugliest lawyer of the
country!” And he laughed outright.
Chiniquy stated that although he spent six long days at Urbana being treated as a
criminal and enduring a variety of abuse, he was comforted to have the eloquent
Abraham Lincoln defending him and his judge, the learned David Davis, who was to
go on to become U.S. Vice-President.
Lincoln demolished the testimony of two Catholic priests, Rev Lebel and Rev
Carthuval, who had testified against Chiniquy during the trial, along with a number of
other false witnesses. After Lincoln’s outstanding work and the charge of Judge Davis,
Chiniquy felt sure he would have been declared innocent. One of the jurors however,
was an Irish Catholic. He wanted Chiniquy condemned even though the other
eleven jurors, who were Protestants, wanted him declared innocent. Unable to come
to a unanimous verdict, the jury was dismissed. Spink insisted that the sheriff keep
Chiniquy prisoner, having obtained the court’s permission to begin the prosecution
again at the fall court term.[1] Although he doesn’t expressly say so, Chiniquy evidently
gained his freedom by making a bail arrangement, perhaps a day or two later.
Along with the surviving court documents of the 1856 spring and fall court actions
of Spink vs. Chiniquy, there are some newspaper reports and historical accounts of
the legal struggle. Lincoln Day by Day reported for May 20, 1856:
Trial of Spink v. Chiniquy, from Kankakee on change of venue, commences.
Spink, layman in Catholic Church, has charged Chiniquy, his priest, with
slander from pulpit. Case has aroused much interest, and many of Chiniquy’s
parishioners attend. Norton, Davis, and Starr are counsel for plaintiff,
Osgood, Lincoln, and Paddock for defendant.
Remarking on the intense interest the case generated, the May 29th, 1856, edition of
the Urbana Union newspaper supported Chiniquy’s account:
The slander suit brought here by change of venue from Kankakee county
occupied the whole of the time from 3 o’clock on Tuesday until adjournment,
completely monopolizing the whole affair at the expense of business properly
belonging here. After that much time spent, the jury failed to find a verdict,
which unless the parties conclude to settle will make it necessary to try it
again at the next term.
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This suit by the way involved of a good deal of interest to all who attended Court.
Reporting that the lawsuit involved a priest being accused by a layman of slander,
the Union declared that, “The plaintiff brought up among his witnesses another
priest who was impeached by the opposite party, whose witnesses swore they would
not believe him under oath”[2] (see Figure 2). Fifty Years reported that Lincoln had
demolished the testimony of the perjured priest, Rev Lebel. Was Lebel the priest
on Spink’s side who was impeached by defence witnesses, who swore they wouldn’t
believe him on his oath, as the Urbana newspaper reported? It seems very likely as
he and Rev Carthuval were the only priests mentioned in court documents, which
confirm their involvement in the case on the plaintiff’s side.[3]
According to Fifty Years, when the fall term arrived, the Sheriff of Kankakee took
Chiniquy into custody again and transported him, again as a criminal to Urbana.
He, along with his lawyers, Uri Osgood, John Paddock and a dozen witnesses, joined
Abraham Lincoln and Judge Davis there on October 20th, 1856.
The first witness called to testify at the trial was Rev. Lebel. Over the objections of
Abraham Lincoln, he was allowed to say what he wanted about Chiniquy’s character.
He began by stating, “Chiniquy was one of the vilest men of the day—that every kind
of bad rumors were constantly circulating against him.” In testimony that lasted
almost an hour, he reported a good number of them, although he could not tell if
they were true or not, having not substantiated them. Expressing regret at having
to reveal such a shameful thing, Lebel said he did know the truth about one charge
because he had thoroughly investigated it:
“Mr. Chiniquy,” he said, “had attempted to do the most infamous things with
my own sister, Madame Bosse. She herself has told me the whole story under
oath, and she would be here to unmask the wicked man to-day before the
whole world, if she were not forced to silence at home from a severe illness”.
(italics in original)
Chiniquy stated that even though the story of the attempted seduction, or rape, was a
complete lie, the priest appeared to be so sincere that Chiniquy wished the floor would
open up to swallow him. Mercifully, Abraham Lincoln soon diminished the effect
of Lebel’s testimony by a vigorous cross-examination of him and by introducing the
testimony of 12 reputable former parishioners of the priest who declared that he was
such a drunkard, so vicious and so clearly Chiniquy’s enemy, that they wouldn’t believe
his testimony, even on his oath. According to Fifty Years, there evidently was another
priest beside Lebel who also gave false testimony against Chiniquy.
Meeting with Mr. Lincoln and his other lawyers that night, Charles Chiniquy
told them how discouraged he was by the day’s events. Lincoln also expressed his
concerns. He said that although he had no doubts that Rev. Lebel’s testimony was all
lies, he felt that the jury believed him.
He said that the only way to destroy Lebel’s testimony would be to have direct
testimony contradicting what he said, or showing that he perjured himself,
something that seemed impossible because the plaintiff’s side had been careful not
Who Killed Abraham Lincoln?
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Figure 2
Article in the Urbana Union, May 29, 1856
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to fix the date when the alleged crime was committed. Saying that only Almighty
God could save him, Lincoln ended their meeting by urging Chiniquy to seek help
through prayer. Chiniquy wrote:
I have often been asked if Abraham Lincoln had any religion; but I have never
had any doubt about his profound confidence in God, since I heard those
words falling from his lips in that hour of anxiety. I had not been able to
conceal my deep distress. Burning tears were rolling on my cheeks when he
was speaking, and there was on his face the expression of friendly sympathy
which I shall not forget.
Charles Chiniquy stated that he went back in his room and although he tried to pray,
his troubles seemed so overwhelming that he could not do so. Eventually though, in
tears, he was able to call upon the Almighty for help. He spent hours in supplication
to God until three in the morning, when he heard a knock at his hotel room door.
It was Abraham Lincoln, telling him that the court battle was over and that the plot
of Lebel had been completely revealed. Lincoln explained that right after Lebel had
given his testimony, a journalist had telegraphed some of the major newspapers
in Chicago, reporting that Father Chiniquy would surely be condemned. This was
published in the city and a friend of Chiniquy’s, named Narcisse Terrien, happened
to buy one of the papers containing the news. He informed his wife of this and she
told him that she knew that Charles Chiniquy was innocent.
She explained that she had overheard Lebel when he made an agreement with
his sister to give her 160 acres of land in exchange for her false testimony against
Chiniquy. Terrien asked his wife to go with him to Urbana to expose Lebel but she
said she couldn’t go because she was too ill to travel. She instead suggested that her
husband take Philomene Moffat, a friend of hers who had also been there and had
heard the scheme as well.
Miss Moffat was willing to go, so she and Terrien started for Urbana immediately,
arriving by train in the early hours of the next day. As soon as she got there, she
went to see Abraham Lincoln and told him what she knew. According to Fifty Years,
Lebel had been unable to sleep after the numerous lies he had told in court. Looking
in the guest register of the hotel he was staying in, he was stunned to see Philomene
Moffat’s name there. He remembered that some time previously, she had told him, in
the confessional, that she had heard the plot from his own lips.
He sent for her, exclaiming, “Ah! wretched girl! you come to destroy me?” Learning
she planned to be a witness against him the next day, he tried to bribe her to go back
to Chicago on the morning train. She refused his offer and Lebel rushed off to tell
Spink to withdraw the suit and to pack his belongings before fleeing Urbana.[4]
According to Illinois state marriage records, Philomene Moffat married Jules
Schwartz on April 25th, 1857, in Cook County (Chicago is in Cook County). The
marriage changed her last name to Schwartz. In the section on Spink vs. Chiniquy,
Fifty Years reproduced an affidavit made by her, made at the request of Charles
Chiniquy. It details in her own words what part she had played in this court case
Who Killed Abraham Lincoln?
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Figure 3
Affidavit sworn by Mrs. Schwartz before Stephen R. Moore.
Dated October 21st, 1881, with transcription

The Chiniquy Collection
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STATE OF ILLINOIS )
Cook County,
) SS.
I, Philomine Schwartz,
being first duly sworn
deposes and says that
she is of the age of
forty three years and
resides at 484 Milwaukie
avenue, Chicago – that
her maiden name was
Philomine Moffat, that
she knew Father Lebel,
the Roman Catholic
Priest of the French
Catholics of Chicago
during his lifetime,
and knows Rev Father
Chiniquy: that about
the month of May AD 1854
in company with Miss
Sara Chaussey, I paid a
visit to Miss Eugenie
Bossey, the house
keeper of her uncle,
the Reverend Mr Lebel,
who was then living at
the parsonage on Clark
Street, Chicago: While
we were sitting in the
room of Miss Bossey,
the Reverend Mr. Lebel
was talking with his
sister Mrs Bossey, in
the adjoining room,
not suspecting that we
were there hearing his
conversation through
the door which was
partly opened: Though
we could neither see
him nor his sister,
we heard every word
of what they said to
together, the substance
of which is as follows:
Reverend Mr Lebel said
in substance to Mrs
Bossey, his sister: “you
know that Mr Chiniquy
is a
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and it closely supports Chiniquy’s version of what happened. Held in the Chiniquy
Collection, the original affidavit was sworn by Mrs. Schwartz before Stephen
R. Moore, the well-known and respected Kankakee lawyer, notary public, and
reportedly, judge. Dated October 21st, 1881, the wording is essentially the same as
was reproduced in Fifty Years.[5] It is shown in part in Figure 3. The full document is
reproduced in the Appendix 3, Part 1.
Historical accounts indeed show that Rev. Lebel was the pastor of the FrenchCanadian congregation in Chicago, as Chiniquy reported. For instance, The Chicago
Directory, 1855-1857, listed Rev. Antony Isadore Lebel as living at 237 Clark Street. This
evidently was the address of the parsonage of St. Louis Catholic church, where he was
residing when Philomene Schwartz overheard his conversation with his sister.[6]
Several of the surviving court documents from the Spink vs. Chiniquy, October,
1856, court action also support what Charles Chiniquy and Philomene Moffat /
Schwartz stated. Two accounts of Chiniquy’s legal costs from the October term lists
both a Miss Maffit and a N. Therrien as witnesses. They are shown in Figures 4 and
5. Both names appear to be misspelled but this was not unusual. Rev. Lebel’s name,

Figure 4
List of defence witnesses, Spink vs. Chiniquy, October, 1856

Archival Collections,Kankakee County Museum
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He had not been informed that Banks had gone east, but he wanted to be sure.
‘I will see what can be effected through the Catholic priests in Martinsburg,’
he told Johnston, thereby revealing for a moment the intelligence efforts which
brought him much information.[17]

The New York Draft Riots
President Lincoln also talked with Chiniquy about the New York draft riots of 1863.
According to Fifty Years, the President said he was sure they were the work of the
Catholic bishop of the city, John Hughes, and his agents. Asserting that the Catholic
Church was clearly an implacable enemy of freedom that had been energetically
engaged in helping the Confederacy behind the scenes, Lincoln told Chiniquy that
the danger to his own life from Jesuit assassins would surely increase as the Southern
armies continued to crumble.
Regarding the Draft Riots in New York, the brutal insurrection would be more
accurately termed the Catholic Draft Riots, as the rioters were essentially all of this
religion. The federal government needed more soldiers to increase the strength of
the northern forces and so began a conscription program in 1863. The draft began
in New York on July 11th at a time when almost all of the city’s military was in
Pennsylvania, trying to corner the invading General Robert E. Lee and his forces.
As opposed to the misleading portrayal of these events in Martin Scorsese’s 2002
motion picture, The Gangs of New York, historian Joel Headley provided an accurate and
independent account of the horrific riots that almost destroyed the largest city in United
States, thereby threatening the whole nation. In his 1873 book, The Great Riots of New
York, Headley stated that, “Losses and defeats in the field could be and were repaired, but
defeat in New York would in all probability have ended the war”. Headley explained:
Had the rioters got complete possession of the city but for a single day,
their first dash would have been for the treasures piled up in its moneyed
institutions. Once in possession of these, they, like the mobs of Paris, would
have fired the city before yielding them up. In the crisis that was then upon
us, it would not have required a long stoppage in this financial centre of the
country to have effected a second revolution. With no credit abroad and no
money at home, the Government would have been completely paralyzed.
As his book showed, Joel Headley had no axe to grind regarding the Roman Catholic
Church. He explained that the opposition to the draft arose because it was viewed by
some as being tyrannical and unfair, more fitting a dictatorship than a democracy.
Beginning in the spring of 1863, able bodied men in the North between ages 20
and 45 were drafted to serve for three years. The draft was opposed because the
men drafted could pay the government $300 to avoid serving or pay a substitute to
take their place, meaning that the poorer members of society would tend to end up
bearing the larger burden of serving in the military.
In answer to these objections however, Headley stated that the freedom loving First
Congress of the United States made George Washington, in large part, a dictator,
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to effectively deal with the crisis the country faced at that time. As well, he pointed
out that life is not always perfectly fair and war required money as well as men. The
rich generally would be needed to help with the former, the poorer citizens with the
latter. It was also important that the country’s key businessmen stayed in position to
continue to run the nation’s industries. At this time of national crisis therefore, the
draft was the best way to get the soldiers so badly needed to continue the fight.
Chiniquy believed that the Catholic Church was behind these riots. Headley
disagreed, stating “The draft riots, as they are called, were supposed by some to be
the result of a deep-laid conspiracy on the part of those opposed to the war, and that
the successful issue of Lee’s invasion of Pennsylvania was to be the signal for open
action.” In his opinion, “the manner of its commencement, the absence of proper
organization, and almost total absence of leadership” showed that the riots were not
the result of a “general well-understood plot.”[18]
Headley confirmed that others besides Charles Chiniquy believed the insurrection
was the result of a conspiracy. As well, in variance with his conclusion, his
description of the beginning of the riots shows that there are very good grounds to
believe the horrific insurgency was planned.
The drafting in New York began on Saturday, July 11th, with the names of men
drafted published in the Sunday morning papers in the city. Those to be made
soldiers would mostly be members of the Irish Catholic working-class. Those
drafted, their friends and relatives had the weekend to consider their future,
accompanied in many cases by cheap liquor. Headley described the start of the riot
on Monday morning, July 13th:
Meanwhile, events were assuming an alarming aspect in the western part
of the city. Early in the morning men began to assemble here in separate
groups, as if in accordance with a previous arrangement, and at last moved
quietly north along the various avenues. Women, also, like camp followers,
took the same direction in crowds. They were thus divided into separate
gangs, apparently to take each avenue in their progress, and make a clean
sweep. The factories and workshops were visited, and the men compelled
to knock off work and join them, while the proprietors were threatened
with the destruction of their property, if they made any opposition. The
separate crowds were thus swelled at almost every step, and armed with
sticks, and clubs, and every conceivable weapon they could lay hands on,
they moved north towards some point which had evidently been selected as
a place of rendezvous. This proved to be a vacant lot near Central Park, and
soon the living streams began to flow into it, and a more wild, savage, and
heterogeneous-looking mass could not be imagined. After a short consultation
they again took up the line of march, and in two separate bodies, moved down
Fifth and Sixth Avenues, until they reached Forty-sixth and Forty-seventh
Streets, when they turned directly east.[19]
This does not sound like a mob gathering by random chance. The early morning is not
a time that people idly meet. The only way people gather together in separate groups
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at one general location at an early hour to collectively engage in illegal activities has
to be “in accordance with a previous arrangement.” The quiet movement, each group
taking an avenue on its own to “make a clean sweep”, the organized gathering of more
people at businesses along the way, the arming of the mob, moving to a point “selected
as a place of rendezvous”, doesn’t speak of something happening by chance. In an
editorial, the New York Daily Tribune asserted that the insurrection was planned and
directed by leaders helping the South. The Tribune stated that the riots, coordinated
with Confederate battlefield results, were not about the draft but about rebellion (see
figure 23). The Tribune also reported:
No person who carefully watched the movements of this mob, who noted
their careful attention to the words of certain tacitly-acknowledged leaders,
who observed the unquestionably preconcerted regularity with which they
proceeded from one part of their infernal programme to the next; and the
persistency with which the ‘rear guard’ remained and fought off all who dared
attempt to check any part of the destruction that everywhere marked their
work, can presume to doubt that these men are acting under leaders who
have carefully elaborated their plans, who have, as they think, made all things
sure for their accomplishment, and that they are resolved to carry them out
through fire and blood, this day’s crimson work fully attests.
The mob first attacked an office where the drafting of soldiers was being done,
then began burning buildings, looting, pillaging, as well as attacking and killing
policemen, soldiers, and civilians, especially black people. From Monday, July 11th to
Thursday, July 14th, a vastly outnumbered body of police and soldiers courageously
fought huge bloodthirsty mobs, day and night. As well, it is clearly established that
these were Irish, Roman Catholic mobs. Headley describes what was happening in
the city during the second day of rioting:
Nearly four hundred citizens had been sworn in at police head-quarters as
special policemen, and had been furnished with clubs and badges. All this
time the fight was going on in every direction, while the fire-bells continually
ringing increased the terror that every hour became more wide-spread.
Especially was this true of the negro population. From the outset, they had
felt they were to be objects of vengeance, and all day Monday and to-day
those who could leave, fled into the country. They crowded the ferry-boats in
every direction, fleeing for life. But old men and women, and poor families,
were compelled to stay behind, and meet the fury of the mob, and to-day it
became a regular hunt for them. A sight of one in the streets would call forth a
halloo, as when a fox breaks cover, and away would dash a half a dozen men in
pursuit. Sometimes a whole crowd streamed after with shouts and curses, that
struck deadly terror to the heart of the fugitive. If overtaken, he was pounded
to death at once; if he escaped into a negro house for safety, it was set on fire,
and the inmates made to share a common fate. Deeds were done and sights
witnessed that one would not have dreamed of, except among savage tribes.
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Figure 23 a
New York Daily Tribune, July 14, 1863

Articles continued on next page
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Figure 23 b
Continuation of article

Articles continued on next page
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Figure 23 c
Continuation of articles

At one time there lay at the corner of Twenty-seventh Street and Seventh
Avenue the dead body of a negro, stripped nearly naked, and around it a
collection of Irishmen, absolutely dancing or shouting like wild Indians.[20]
Martin Scorsese’s 2002 motion picture attempted to portray these cataclysmic
events. What is most regrettable about the The Gangs of New York however, is
how historically inaccurate is it. A group of Irish Catholic immigrants in the city
are shown trying to survive in their new surroundings despite their supposed
harassment by the “native” Americans. Undoubtedly to demonstrate their supposed
tolerance, Scorsese had a black man hanging around with them. In reality however,
the only hanging coloured people generally did around these Romanists was from
the end of a rope when they were caught by them. The motion picture did show
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blacks being lynched but it is unclear which group was killing them. When the
riots started in the movie, Scorsese had the army facing the rioters on the street,
firing into them and killing some of them. At the same time this was happening,
by Hollywood coincidence, in another part of the city, a gang of Irish men are
facing a “native” gang. As they begin to fight, the federal navy opened fire on the
warring groups. When the riots started though, neither the navy or the army played
any real part in the events. The rioter were opposed only by a small, outnumbered
force of brave police officers because essentially all of New York’s regiments were
in Pennsylvania, pursuing Lee, after the Catholic General Meade let him escape.
Headley went on:
It is impossible to give a detailed account of what transpired in every part
of the city. If there had been a single band of rioters, no matter how large, a
force of military and police, properly armed, could have been concentrated
to have dispersed it. But bodies of men, larger or smaller, bent on violence
and devastation, were everywhere; even out at Harlem eight buildings were
burned, and the lower end of Westchester was in a state of agitation and
alarm. A mob of thousands would be scattered, only to come together at other
points. A body of police and military plunging through the heaving multitude,
acted often only as a stone flung into the water, making but a momentary
vacuum. Or, if they did not come together again, they swung off only to fall in,
and be absorbed by a crowd collected in another part of the city.
In his description of one battle between the police and the rioters, Joel Headley
detailed how one young leader of the Catholic mob, fighting with desperate courage
despite the terrible blows he had absorbed, fell and was impaled on an iron railing.
When his body was examined:
It was found, to the surprise of all, to be that of a young man of delicate
features and white, fair skin. ‘Although dressed as a laborer, in dirty overalls
and filthy shirt, underneath these were fine cassimere pants, handsome, rich
vest, and fine linen shirt.’ He was evidently a man in position far above the
rough villains he led on, but had disguised himself so as not to be known [21]
If the riots had just been a spur-of-the-moment, spontaneous occurrence, why
would this leader be disguised? Doesn’t this also support the view that this
uprising was planned?
The New York Daily Tribune’s news and editorial coverage of the riots on Tuesday, July
14, 1863, (shown in Figures 23), confirm what Headley described regarding mob and
police actions, including the mob’s attack on the Tribune’s own offices on the first day.
Headley detailed the account of a young, wealthy and cultured Roman Catholic
widow who, to her credit, was outraged by the carnage and felt compelled to do
something about it. Finding that Catholics were the cause of it, she went to the
archbishop of New York, John Hughes, and by sheer determination, forced her way
in to see him. She begged him to speak to the mob to stop the bloodshed but he
said he was too busy writing a letter to the New York Tribune. He also said that if he
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